Cardinal Health™ ValueLink® Reporting Suite

Empowering supply
chain excellence
ValueLink® is more than a low unit-of-measure (LUM)
distribution model - ValueLink® delivers in logical units
of measure, providing the ideal amount of product to
the right place. The logic is backed up by data tailored
specifically to your facility.

All ValueLink® customers have access to our ValueLink®
Reporting Suite, which offers visibility into your supply
chain and enables data-driven supply decisions. Learn
how each ValueLink® tool delivers valuable, meaningful
insights to improve your system’s or facility’s supply chain.

ValueLink® Scorecard
Define supply chain goals with data

Benefits

It can be difficult to determine supply chain goals for a facility with diverse needs and
challenges. By painting a full picture of current state and supply chain benchmarks,
data can help your facility define goals, identify how you compare to other customers
and reveal new opportunities.

• Identify specific supply chain metrics
for your facility and track achievement
toward goals

• The ValueLink® Scorecard answers: How is my supply chain doing? How is our facility
stacking up to other facilities? And where are opportunities to save time and money?

• Drive down costs by helping your
facility optimize ValueLink® purchases

- Percentage of total sales: ValueLink® sales as a percentage of your facility’s total
product sales from Cardinal Health

• Benchmark current ValueLink® usage
against national averages and compare
to best demonstrated practices from
other facilities

- Percentage of total lines: ValueLink® line count as a percentage of your facility’s
total product line count from Cardinal Health

• Obtain recommendations for
achieving goals

- Number of SKUs: Count of SKUs purchased in ValueLink® vs.			
non-ValueLink® purchases

• Combine with other ValueLink®
Reporting Suite solutions

• This tool offers a snapshot of ValueLink® Key Performance Indicators (KPIs):

- Micro-ordering percentage: Percentage of ValueLink® order lines $5 or less
- KPIs of other facilities of varying size

ValueLink® PAR Health Report
Prioritize your periodic automatic replenishment (PAR) levels

Benefits

PAR levels are the expected amounts of inventory needed to meet end-user demand.
The Joint Commission (JCAHO) requires facilities to have at least three days of a PAR on
hand to meet the needs of an emergency or disaster situation. Establishing PAR levels
and maintaining a healthy PAR portfolio are essential to an efficient supply chain.

• Set PAR levels based on the average
daily usage of your facility to help
reduce or eliminate stock-outs

• ValueLink® PAR Health Report answers: How can I understand and improve the
overall health of the PARs at my facility?
• This tool provides your facility with:
- Overall PAR health: Holistic view of facility’s complete PAR portfolio and the most
distressed PARs at your facility so that you can reprioritize by needs
- PAR optimization insights: An interactive report to review PAR health by facility
needs and days of inventory on hand (DIOH), volumetric data for each item, bin
size recommendations and PAR level recommendations to help reprofile a room
or set up a new PAR
- Item health: Understand micro-ordering contribution to reduce micro-ordering
to 20% and deliver tangible benefits to your facility’s bottom line

• Identify which items are ordered every
three days or less at your facility
- Note: Items ordered every three
days or less are the biggest obstacle
to skipping an ordering day and at
highest risk for stock-out
• Know the financial impact of PAR level
recommendations before making your
final decision
• Make informed daily decisions with
regular PAR level updates

Cardinal Health™ ValueLink® Reporting Suite
Base to ValueLink® Report
Optimize your distribution solutions

Benefits

Identify where your facility can transition from base distribution to ValueLink® to
reduce time and labor spent stocking and picking products and maximize your
ValueLink® experience.

• Identify materials that can be moved
from base to ValueLink®, generating
reallocation of space and labor, and
cost savings

• Base to ValueLink® Reporting is for customers utilizing both base and ValueLink®
distribution, helping supply chain leaders understand where their distribution
model usage currently stands and suggesting where they could be
• Identify the number of SKUs that would most optimally be ordered via ValueLink®

• Eliminate the burden of managing your
facility’s SKUs; ValueLink® will manage
the SKUs and pick, pack and ship them
• Let data drive ongoing conversion
opportunities to maximize
ValueLink® benefits

ValueLink® Pallet Optimization Report
Identify warehouse storage opportunities

Benefits

Pallet placement and configuration can often be forgotten amid the myriad of
responsibilities like receiving deliveries, tending to inventory and ensuring product gets
to the right place at the right time. Analyze and reconfigure pallet space to save time
and reduce warehouse inefficiencies.

• Review and assign department delivery
groupings to enhance and streamline
the dock-to-stock process

• The Pallet Optimization Report pulls ValueLink® tote and product dimensions to
identify areas to streamline your ValueLink® dock-to-stock process by optimizing
department groupings
• With your approval, we can evaluate sortation and reconfigure pallets to optimize
routes and palletization to ensure the best use of space (dock, hallway, etc.)

• Identify opportunities to level daily
delivery volume to mitigate labor
inefficiencies throughout the week
• Consolidate or reorganize current pallet
structure to create space efficiencies
• Ensure the priority departments at your
facility are in the most efficient position
in your facility’s staging area
• Reduce “mixed” pallet issues to
ensure the right products get to the
right departments

We are continuously creating new ways to ensure the ValueLink®
LUM model employs data and analytics to provide visibility and
reliably deliver the logical unit of measure in the optimal mode.
Plus, you can count on your Cardinal Health sales representative
to provide and help you act on the valuable insights within the
ValueLink® Reporting Suite.

Learn more about ValueLink® by visiting 			
cardinalhealth.com/valuelink or talking to
your Cardinal Health sales representative.
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